
The Ruling Class’s Threat: Get Vaccinated, Or Else!

Description

USA: Mitch McConnell, a Republican, is pushing the COVID-19 experimental gene therapy shots hard.
Bribes, begging, and free stuff hasn’t worked, so now the rulers are resorting to threats.  They are
threatening the public with: get vaccinated or we’ll return to 2020.

This isn’t just one side.  They are all in on it. It’s a tough pill to swallow and figure out especially if you
are somehow still stuck in the left vs. right paradigm lie. Of course, that lie was intended to keep us
stuck and divided. McConnell, one of the rulers thinks more people should be lining up for the shot.

A fresh wave of deaths and hospitalizations like the ones that crippled the country last year
loom on the horizon if people don’t wise up and get vaccinated against COVID-19, Senate
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell warned. -New York Post

Hiding their threats in “natural” outbreaks is hilarious at this point. The sickest people I personally know
are those who have already had both shots.  Everyone who has refrained from getting the jab hasn’t
even had a mild cold. The rulers are trying to scare people with the “delta variant” and yet even though
they tell us cases are up and people who are unvaccinated are in the hospital dying of the “delta
variant,” the hospitals are empty just like they were last spring. The lies will never end until people
wake up and stop being slaves.

 

“These shots need to get in everybody’s arms as rapidly as possible or we´re going to be back in a
situation in the fall that we don’t yearn for — that we went through last year,” McConnell (R-Ky.) said at
a news conference Tuesday, adding, “This is not complicated.” When asked about comments from
Utah Governor Spencer Cox alleging that conservative pundits are killing people with their rhetoric,
McConnell stated that he encourages everybody to “ignore all of these other voices that are giving
demonstrably bad advice.”

Any “bad advice” is advice not sponsored and propagated by the state. The masters will tell the slaves
what to do. “It never occurred to me that there would be difficulty getting Americans to get the shot,”
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https://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/covid-19-mrna-shots-are-legally-not-vaccines
https://nypost.com/2021/07/20/covid-19-cases-spike-nationwide-as-delta-variant-spreads/
https://nypost.com/2021/07/21/mitch-mcconnell-urges-covid-19-vaccines-warns-of-lockdowns/


McConnell said.

McConnell also repeats the same baseless lie that 97% (or is it 99%? They can’t seem to get the
fabricated statistics straight) of those hospitalized with COVID-19 are un”vaccinated.”  The ruling class
continues to repeat this lie, however, no evidence had been provided whatsoever that this is true.

They have resorted to outright threats. If we don’t submit to the ruling class, what’s next? Another
lockdown? We anticipate as much. An actual disease they intentionally release to harm people? Never
put it past them. Government is slavery. We hold all the power and they know it. All we have to do is
realize it. Their desperation is showing.

Keep asking questions and using critical thinking.  Don’t believe anyone who claims they have any
power over you when it comes to your life. We are not slaves, and the ruling class is not our master.
They have the power we give them.  Let’s stop acquiescing, continue to do the right and moral thing,
and live free as the creator intended.

President Trump is Breaking Down the Neck of the Federal Reserve!

He wants zero rates and QE4!

You must prepare for the financial reset

We are running out of time
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